ANTICIPATING

From
Given
Judging from
1. what we already know about the document,
2. the information available so far,
3. the way things are going,
4. the elements contained in this paragraph / sequence,

we may infer
presume
predict
expect
assume

that...

INFERRING

1. When reading the word / phrase "..........",
   we can observe that...
   we realize that...
   it looks very much like
   it is similar to

   the word ".........." in


   So...

2. Given the context, we can infer / assume that the word ".........."
   means...
   is equivalent to...

3. The word".........." is explained by
   the previous sentence, ".........."
   the next sentence, ".........."
   its opposite in the text, ".........."

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

1. This man LOOKS like a maniac. [noun]
   bizarre. [adj]

2. This REMINDS me OF something being...
3. This is REMINISCENT OF someone doing...
4. This SOUNDS LIKE someone is doing...
5. This SEEMS to be someone doing...

6. We are UNDER THE IMPRESSION that
7. We GET THE FEELING that
8. It SEEMS that
9. It LOOKS AS IF